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CONCERNING SEA POWER.*
By David Starr Jordan.

The purpose of the vast naval expenditures of the world, over

$600,000,000 annually, is the development of sea power, as a factor

in national strength. For this most of the nations, little and big,

spend far more than the cost of all their civil equipment, extravagant

as this often is. Its purpose is defined as (i) national defence, (2)

the maintenance of peace, (3) marine insurances, the protection of

^commerce from pirates and belligerents, (4) the circumventing of the

wicked schemes of designing nations, (5) the protection or subjuga-

tion of aUen dependencies, and (6) the control of the sea.

The first item may be regarded as negligible, as fortified towns are

impregnable to battleships, unfortified towns are now inmiune under

the rules of war, and no army can subsist in an enemy's land without

a tremendous train in the way of supplies. Since Napoleon's time,

no army has lived on the enemy's country, because this country does

not supply smokeless powder, the latest in muskets, machine guns,

and modern rifles, nor the materials for disinfected camps and anti-

septic surgery. No civilized nation anywhere really fears an attack

from the sea. Even if commercial interests were not absolutely pro-

hibitive, no warship can spend its costly equipment ravaging an

enemy's coast. A great warship is good only for an hour's fighting.

In real war, at the end of an hour, every ship must be sunk, vic-

torious, captured, or run away. They cannot waste their costly

strength on wanton mischief.

The second element we may neglect as a figure of speech. Sea

power makes for peace through fear only, and the fear is strongest

on the side having most machinery. On that side there is most to

ilose. Warships breed war-scares, and these sometimes materialize

into real wars. Every organ demands its functional use, and the

purpose of warships is war.

The third reason is based on passing conditions. Nowadays " trade

'follows the flag" only as the flag forces entrance into new abodes of

savagery. Most savage races have been already exploited, and men
are able to trade and to pray under police protection in almost every

• corner of the globe. This is the "Pax Britannica," the British

Peace, which the whole world enjoys to-day, with variously alloyed-

satisfaction. Otherwise, the navy means little to commerce. The

•New York Independent, July 6, igii.
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4 , ; ODKCERNING SEA POWER

trade of Norway and of Holland, without sea power, is greater per
, co.pdta and in teliation ta wealth than that of Great Britain or Ger-
many. Even the trade of Switzerland stands, in proportion, above
that of the great seafaring nations.

The fourth reason given above involves the old fallacy that each
nation is an individual, mean, brutal, grasping, ready at any instant

to pounce on its unprepared neighbors. All this in face of the fact

that nations are composed of multitudes of people, each with will

and opinions of his own, and each intent on his own affairs, while no
move of any importance can be made without their co-operation and
consent. And, whatever else they want, they do not want war.

Commerce in civilized nations is a mutual affair, and in almost every
cargo that crosses the ocean men of all nationalities are interested.

In the single matter of insurance the whole civilized world is bound
together by the closest of ties. The cost of one warship would insure,

in European insurance companies, all our seaboard towns against

all accidents of war.

The fifth reason, the preservation of the Pax Britannica, and of
' its cousin the Pax Germanica and the maintenance of crown colonies

and coaling stations, has been already noted. It does not take a
thousand-million-dollar navy to accomplish this, and, if it did, it would
not be worth while. Some good men have doubted whether it is

worth while anyhow. Others have called it *'the White Man's Bur-
den," and have piously accepted it as part of the heavy weight of

"Manifest Destiny."

The sixth reason rests on the perennial fallacy that sea power
guarantees control of the sea. "Control of the sea" is a meaningless

phrase, invented for the use of those interested in naval extension.

No nation can ever control the sea. Its authority is bounded by the

three-mile limit. The open sea is a highway belonging to all peoples

alike. In time of war it may be a bit hazardous to vessels of bellig-

erent nations. But war is not an enduring condition. It is now
beyond the resources of any nation to carry on war with an equal

nation for more than a few months. Then the lanes of traffic are

Of)en again, and cannot be closed except through commercial compe-
tition. This has nothing to do with sea power. The nation with

the less sea power may have the greater elements of success in

commerce.
To say that the United States must fight Japan for control of the

sea, because Japan has subsidized a couple of transpacific steam-

ship lines, as some of our armament promoters have claimed, is the

acme of idiocy. There is nothing to fight over, and nothing is settled

when the fight is done. The sea is still open to every comer, and
there is space for a thousand merchant ships where one now exists.
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Moreover, one of the next moves at the Hague Conference will

be the neutralization of all merchant and passenger vessels. When
this is done, war will no longer hold piracy in the long list of its

evils.

^ Sea power is a device for doing injury at a distance. All such in-

jury reacts on the nation which does it. Even bombarding a village

of Senegambia costs more for powder than a dozen such villages are

worth. The greater the sea power, the weaker the nation. The
strength of a nation lies in paying its way. It is weakness to be in

debt. In all society, in all history, the creditor controls the debtor.

We are told, however, that the monstrous war debt of the nations of

Europe is a blessing, because the interest money is paid out at home.
The gold does not go out of the nation, to be sure, but there are

nations within nations. A little group may be a parasite on a great

one. It is true that the Rothschilds in London are recorded as

English, those in Berlin as German, those in Paris as French. So
with the other houses, a dozen or two, of the "Consortium" of

bankers, the Unseen Empire of Finance. But in every nation this

Consortium is an ahen affair. Its members work together for them-
selves, and in no sense as a part of the nation in which their banks
may be located. The Unseen Empire in each nation considers its

own interests alone. Its business is to loan money to nations, the

usury paid in advance, the bonds "absorbed" and placed where they
will do the most good. The gold paid out in interest and usury
does not leave the country. It merely flows from one class to

another, from the pockets of the common man to the vaults of the
powerful, from those who waste money to those who can make money
work, in whose hands the confluence of a million little streams can
swell to a great river. The progress of events drains the earnings of

the common folk to build up this unseen enemy. And the great

holdings in foreign lands possessed by the chief nations of Europe
do not represent the people's savings. They represent the interest

on war debts and armament loans voted by the people in excess of

fear or of patriotism.

It is not by the wealth, the power, the enterprise, the culture even,
of the few that the character of a nation should be judged, but by
the opportunity it offers to the common man to make his life count,
and by the power in the common to rise to opportunity. It is not
true because "wealth accumulates" that "men decay." Men decay
where wealth accumulates in the hands of those who have no con-
structive part in producing it. The parasites of a nation are no part
of its actual life. The cancer victim does not rejoice in the vigor of

the monster which devours his tissues.

In one of his many discussions of sea power. Admiral Mahan sug-
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gests that the growing unwillingness of the people, the world over,

to pay for it may be due to their "degeneration." Degeneration, as

thus used, is a word without meaning. The only " national degener-

ation'* known to science is found in the reduction of the average

force of the units of which the nation is composed. The value of a

nation depends on the value of these units. Such reduction can be
due as a temporary matter to poverty or to failure in education; or,

as a permanent matter, it may be due to emigration, to immigration,

or to war. Emigration from many parts of the world has lowered

the average at home by taking away the best. Immigration may
lower the average in a land by filling it up with poorer stock, "the
beaten men of the beaten races," in the continent from which they

come. War destroys the strong and bold, leaving the weak and
commonplace for the work of parentage. Everywhere and under all

conditions, as war exists to-day, it brings about the reversal of

selection.

We can find better explanations of the growing aversion of the

people to borrowing more money for more sea power. Their grow-
ing poverty, on the one hand, their growing intelligence, on the other,

and the increasingly murderous cost of the whole thing, seem to

furnish adequate reasons. It may be true, as Admiral Mahan indi-

cates, that the growing cost of armament no more than keeps pace
with the increase of national wealth. Of whose wealth? The swollen

wealth of those who produce these armaments and that of these

people of no nation who loan the money these armaments cost. All

these rest on the people's shoulders. In the long run it is the com-
mon man, the ultimate producer, the ultimate consumer, who pays
for all. For all waste production and for all waste consumption the

cost falls on the worker at last.

It would indeed be a sinister comment on our civilization if all the

gains of science, invention, commerce, were to be swallowed up in

more preparations for war.

The greater the sea power, the weaker the nation which buys it

on borrowed money. It is agreed that to strengthen Great Britain's

army would weaken her navy, even destroy her sea power. The
greater the sea power, the greater the national debt. The weaker
the nation, the greater her need of sea power. In these paradoxes

we find a clew to the constant state of alarm in England, whose sea

power outweighs that of all her rivals put together. She is weak,

because her people have been strained past the limit. England is

rich, if you look at her from above. The dukes got her land—for

nothing and free of taxes—in the early merry days when a county

was given to a favorite, free of taxation, except for his duty to raise

so many troops on call. And from his duty these great Lords,
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Westminster, Norfolk, Bedford, Cavendish, Devonshire, Argyle,

Sutherland, and the rest, have been long since released. In spite of

the menace of democracy, they still hold half of England in their

grip. And the people cannot help themselves. Only 6 per cent, of

the people of England make wills. The rest have nothing to leave.

The Unseen Empire of Finance has already "absorbed" and "dis-

tributed" $26,000,000,000 of war bonds for the States of Europe. On
this sum the people pay $1,150,000,000 each year in interest. In their

turn the bankers guarantee the peace of Europe. They will not let'

their debtors fight. Kipling tells us tho story of Dives in hell, who
was set free on condition that he would bring peace to all the na-
tions. He sold them sea power and land power and imperial domi-
nation, and bound them in the bonds of debt so that they could not
fight. This is a parable. His real name was not Dives, and he was
not in hell when the story begins, merely in a dingy, high-gabled,

seven-story building in the Judengasse at Frankfort-on-the-Main, a
pawnbroker's shop with the sign of the Red Shield. From this he
set forth to bring peace among the nations. He was at Waterloo,
and he rode the wave of British gold which wrought the downfall of

Napoleon. To him and to his assigns his Great Britain still paj^s

$150,000,000 interest money per year for his powerful assistance.

His spirit still rules. He plays no favorites, and the armament syn-
dicates know him as their best friend. He is still the "uncle of the

kings."

Behind and beneath all this stand the people. They do not count
for much in grand affairs, and their final end, according to Gambetta,
is a "beggar crouching by a barrack door."

The defence our nations need is not protection from each other,

but rather defence from the money-lender and from the armament
syndicate.

Stanford University, California.
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